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FROM THE
OFFICE
Oct 2010
Welcome to your first Marine Corps Installations East (MCIEAST) Air Traffic Control Quarterly
Newsletter. We wanted to revitalize this document which previously existed under the Marine
Corps Air Bases East (MCABE) organizational construct. The purpose of our newsletter is to
share relevant data points spanning ATC, ATC Maintenance and airspace issues. Examples of
some items you will see include equipment installations, maintenance/supply issues, current/
future airspace initiatives, wind energy development, upcoming conferences and of course
ATC training. This edition will focus upon ongoing initiatives.
Currently our office is working numerous action items that will further increase our relevance,
training and readiness. Our office recently submitted a formal decision paper to our ATC representative (APX-25) at Headquarters Marine Corps Aviation which details a proposal to adopt
standardized facility qualification achievement goals based upon calendar days or months.
Measuring total allowable training times in months provides an improved statistical model that
enables facility management to better predict trainee qualification output. This proposal was
approved as written by both our MCIWEST and MCB-Japan counterparts and we plan to gain a
way forward in the coming months.
We are also aggressively seeking new and improved methods to obtain support for our Tower
Simulator System in order to improve the methods of building and maintaining scenarios to
support the full spectrum of tower training. We feel the tower simulator system has unlimited
potential to assist and improve our overall training and subsequent qualifications. APX-25 and
our facilities Marine Corps wide have agreed to incorporate minimum simulation training objectives in both the tower and radar branches. We will be obtaining initial feedback regarding
simulator usage and integration from our facilities in October and our office will be attending a
training/simulator usage conference in December held at Cherry Point, NC.
Consistent with our focus on training I know our ATC Maintenance Sections have been painstakingly developing a detailed MCIEAST ATC Maintenance Order, a first of its kind, which will
provide improved oversight, standardization and direction for the conduct of training and the
maintenance of our equipment.
In closing, ATC Marines and civilians from across MCIEAST continue to support ongoing contingency operations as well as daily flight operations from home station. To that end, you
should be proud of your accomplishments and efforts. Continue to lean forward and set the
pace. One Team!
LtCol Herbert
MCIEAST ATC T&R Officer
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WORD FROM THE RAC
and Airfield Operations can move mountains. I’ve seen it
first hand; it’s amazing when we are aligned in our business.

IT AIN’T PERSONAL, IT’S BUSINESS
We hear this phrase time and again. Properly done, our airspace work ensures War Fighters are safe and well kept in
their need for tactical maneuver and target time (inside SUA)
and for Tower and Radar air traffic services (outside SUA).
Oh! The picture is not complete without including civil and
commercial aviation interests.
The network (infrastructure, equipment, procedures, agreements and people) that makes all this happen is pretty complex; sometimes difficult, sometimes magic. FAA TRACONs, Centers, other Services ATC, adjacent sectors, Range
Controls, Upstairs, Downstairs, Technicians, Flight Planning

Seen something else too; the immense personal pride and satisfaction of getting our aviation support lined up and done
right. It seems appropriate to recognize the people who make
it so. As we set out on this third voyage of the Regional ATC
Newsletter; yes its business. And without a doubt, none of it
could be accomplished without the people who lend their imagination, their good will; their hard work and good judgment
to bring it all together. If you have questions or concerns for
the RAC, send them. It’s our business.

NEWS FROM THE NAALS
WELCOME ABOARD:
Cherry Point
Capt Steve Trask, ATCMO
MSgt Jason Sunstrom, ATCMC/SNCOIC
Quantico
CWO2 James (Stan) Davis, ATCMO
RECENT INSTALLATIONS:
New River NAS Mod STARS/VIDS/TDX installation was completed in August. Connectivity of long-awaited
automation capability expected 19 Nov. Operations continue
out of AS504 ATCT during the 20 foot expansion of ATC
Tower. ATCT contract awarded with construction to begin in
Nov.
PENDING FY10 INSTALLATIONS:
Cherry Point – FOCIS install commenced 6 Oct;
CL31 ASOS Ceiliometer pending Oct/Nov install
New River – FOCIS install commenced in Sep was
temporarily delayed due to heavy rain and flooding. Installation resumed Oct 7.
Beaufort – Next Generation ECS planned for 29 Nov
– 17 Dec 2010
ATCMO/ATCFO presence on Station Planning
Board is critical to FUTURE PLANNING:
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Quantico – New Transmitter and Receiver sites
(pending DD1391 MILCON submittal)
New River – Obstruction analyses of planned MV22
and IMP Hangers to DASR, TACAN, and Transmitter/
Receiver Sites continues.
Development of ATC Maintenance Order continues
with monthly TELCONs to compile and review input. Expect
finalization early 2011.
Highlights of TACAN and PAR Stakeholders Summit at NATTC Pensacola FL 21-22 Sep 2010. Landing Systems sustainment efforts continue with PAR ECPs, TACAN
Beacon Upgrade planned for 14 Navy stations, continued
identification of obsolete parts and alternate sources of supply
and replacement parts. Check out the PAR System Support
File Area on ATC Web for new paint specifications. ISEA
and systems engineer Terry Stockton completed a full review
of PAR formal training curriculum with recommendations for
significant changes and improvements in curriculum to include more alignments, PMS, and troubleshooting.
Consolidated MCIEAST requests for FY11
Continued on next page...
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NEWS FROM THE NAALS
proach control facilities, the Air Traffic Control System Command Center, flight service stations, and other agencies such
as the Department of Homeland Security and the Department
of Defense all connect to and use the information managed by
the end route system.
ERAM modernizes the air traffic control infrastructure to increase capacity improve efficiency in the nation’s skies. For
controller’s ERAM provides a user-friendly interface with
customizable displays. Trajectory modeling is more accurate,
allowing maximum airspace use, better conflict detection and
improved decision making. ERAM substantially increases the
Today: A flight from New York to Seattle with a host flight number of flights that can be tracked. Two functionally idenplan filed by the user is checked for route constraints only
tical channels with dual redundancy eliminate a single point
within the area of the local departure facility. A controller is of failure. ERAM also revolutionizes controller training with
able to access information to respond to pilot requests by
a realistic high-fidelity system that challenges students with
opening and closing multiple views. Information on the flight complex approaches, maneuvers and simulated pilot scenarios
is only available to controllers within the same facility, ham- unavailable using today’s system. For pilots, ERAM increaspering efficient coordination.
es flexible routing around congestion, weather and other reTomorrow: A flight from New York to Seattle with EnRoute strictions. Real-time air traffic management and information
Automation Modernization (ERAM) flight plan filed by the
sharing on flight restrictions improves the ability of airlines to
user is checked for route constraints for the entire flight. A
plan flights with minimal changes. Less vectoring and more
controller is able to access information to respond to pilot
radar coverage leads to smoother, quicker, more cost-efficient
requests by simultaneously reading multiple views arranged
flights.
more efficiently. Information on the flight is available to all The ERAM platform is critical to the future of air navigation
controllers regardless of facility location, helping coordinaand provides the platform needed for the FAA to evolve to
tion.
the Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen).
ERAM replaces the 40-year-old en route Hose computer sys- NextGen programs such as System Wide Information Mantem and backup system used at 20 FAA air route traffic con- agement, Data Communications and Automatic Dependent
trol centers around the country. This is the main computer
Surveillance-Broadcast depend on a successful ERAM desystem air traffic controllers use to guide airplanes flying at
ployment.
high altitudes. Air traffic control towers, terminal radar apContinued from previous page…
formal training opportunities have been submitted to NATTC
Pensacola for scheduling.
Thanks to stations’ timely input, half of our requests have a
confirmed reservation with the remaining on 30 day standby
for available Navy seats. I will continue monthly follow-ups
to ensure maximum opportunities. Check out the NAALS
SharePoint page for additional information on ASOS training
opportunities offered thru National Weather Service and
Kessler AFB.
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MCAS CHERRY POINT

Arrivals
2ndLt Keramidas
2ndLt Alarid
SSgt Griffin
Sgt Brushel
LCpl Brooks
LCpl Piburn
LCpl Ulrich
PFC Morgan
PFC Reynaga
PFC Stoermer
PFC Weeces
Mr. Brandon Strasler
Mr. Jordon Styrk
Mr. Judson Woodard
Departures
GySgt Frantz
SSgt Marshall
Sgt Bickel
Sgt Ramsey
Cpl Ihle
Cpl Leathers
LCpl Salyer
Ms. Julie Perkins
New MOS’s
GySgt Wittner-7254
Sgt Gratton-7253/54
Sgt Lambert-7253/54
Sgt Milligan-7257
Sgt Sharpe-7257
Sgt Strudgeon-7252
Sgt Suriano-7252
Cpl Abel-7257
Cpl Benda-7257
Cpl Diamond-7257
Cpl Leathers-7257
Cpl Mohundro-7253/54
Cpl Staffenhagen-7252
Cpl Stanley-7257
Cpl Walters-7257
Cpl Williams-7257
LCpl Plumlee-7257
LCpl Reilly-7257
LCpl Richardson-7257
PFC Eads-7257

During the last quarter, MCAS Cherry Point welcomed
both new Marines and civilian controllers to the facility
while wishing fair winds and following seas to those listed
above. The Marines and civilians who served at MCAS
Cherry Point continued to add to the strong legacy of a
training hub and facility known for providing outstanding
service to the MAW and flying community. They will be
missed.
The facility watched its number of qualified controllers
swell as Marines and civilian controllers received initial
and subsequent qualifications and designations. The facility is once again on pace to produce over two hundred
qualifications for the calendar year.
The facility flag football team performed well but fell short
in its quest to win the Cherry Point Intramural FlagFootball League/Tournament.
The Cherry Point ATC Marines will conduct a Mess Night
on October 16, 2010. This event will mark the beginning
of the holiday and ball season.
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MCAS NEW RIVER

Arrivals
2ndLt Brockert
GySgt Stevens
SSgt Gomez
SSgt Riley
Sgt Hartka
Cpl Prout
LCpl Callahan
LCpl McGinnis
LCpl Wortham
PFC Stone
PFC Vela
Departures
GySgt Nunez J
GySgt Nunez M
SSgt Wilkinson
Cpl Estrems
New MOS’s
SSgt Sykes-7257
Sgt Evans-7257
Cpl Hess-7252
Cpl Petko-7257
Cpl Robinson-7252
Cpl Stewart-7253
LCpl Bradford-7257

A lot of change occurred in the last quarter here at MCAS New River.
The first of August the National Airspace Modernization (NASMOD)
was completed and the controllers were able to move back into a
completely revamped RADAR room. The controllers were working in
a temporary facility since February 2010. The NASMOD included the
installation of the AN/FSQ-204 Standard Terminal Automation Replacement System (STARS) and the AN/FYC-22B Visual Information
Display System (VIDS). Along with the new equipment classes were
conducted to show controllers how to operate these systems correctly.
While the changes occurred with the equipment, changes occurred in
personnel also. We had four departures three of them PCS’d to other
duty stations, and one EAS’d. The Nunez’s departure to NAS Pensacola will help the Marine Corps in training students at the school
house. Cpl Estrems will be able to expand his ATC knowledge when
he arrives at MCAS Iwakuni. SSgt Michael Wilkinson finished his second tour in the Marine Corps and will take his talent to the civilian
ATC world. With every departure there were several Marines arriving
this quarter. Three SNCO’s and several newly molded Marines from
the schoolhouse joined our ranks during this past quarter. The training cycle begins once again. Once GySgt Stevens attains his qualifications he will become the Facilities Tower Chief.
Other accomplishments this quarter were seven MOS qualifications.
Cpl Markmann was nominated and selected for the facilities controller
of the quarter. Additionally Cpl Commane was selected as H&HS
NCO of the Quarter.
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MCAF QUANTICO

Arrivals
SSgt Nason
SSgt Valentin
Sgt Davis
Sgt Hassell
Sgt Taylor
LCpl Blanchard
LCpl Shaheen
PFC Dillion
PFC Eull
PFC Moshier
Departures
Sgt Rodriguez
New MOS’s
Cpl Munal-7252
LCpl Betcher-7257
LCpl Buttaro-7257
LCpl Hernandez-7257
LCpl Shroyer-7252

During the last quarter, MCAF Quantico welcomed a host of arrivals to the facility while wishing fair winds and following seas
to Sgt Rodriguez qho reached the end of his active service date
in August. His professional abilities as a controller will be
missed and we hope to fill his shoes with the newly-assigned
Marines.
The facility was busy this quarter issuing initial and subsequent
qualifications and designations. Sgt Hassell re-qualified
throughout tower and was designated a supervisor, along with
Cpl McCormack. SSgt Peck was designated an FWO along with
Sgt Preston, who was re-qualified throughout the Radar
branch.
The MCAF Giraffes, the base softball team, was well represented by ATC Marines and one of our civilians Mr. Wimsett. During
their drive to third place in the MCB Intramural Softball Tournament. Strong shower and congratulations to them.
We look forward to the holidays and another productive quarter of training!
Semper Fi,
GySgt David Blake
SNCOIC MCAF Quantico
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MCAS BEAUFORT

Arrivals
1stLt Davidson
GySgt Fry
Sgt Albsmeyer
LCpl Gitter
LCpl Greene
LCpl McNiel
PFC Irizarry
PFC Wallace
Mr. Gray
Departures
GySgt Hayman
SSgt Day
SSgt Wood
Sgt Gomez
Cpl Demshock
Cpl Guinn
LCpl Deardorff
LCpl Metts
Mr. Cooney

We’ve had a great year with getting more folks qualified
on major positions. As we approach the last quarter of
the year, this will continue to be our focus. Most of our
Detachment controllers will be leaving us in January so
our focus will shift to personnel management. The Marines and civilians have done great things all year and I
can’t express enough ow much their hard work is much
appreciated.
Semper Fi,
Captain Austin Fitts

New MOS’s
Sgt Fanning-7257
Sgt Hinote-7254
Sgt McBride-7252
Sgt Munoz-7257
Sgt Roletta-7254
Sgt Samford-7252
Sgt Sharew-7257
Cpl Martins-7253
LCpl Busskohl-7257
LCpl Ellsworth-7257
LCpl Forbes-7257
PFCl Harmon-7253
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TRAINING AND STATISICS
Qualifications Initial/Subsequent
LC

FD

GC

AC

AR

RD

FC

NKT

8/4

10/4

15/4

14/6

3/3

14/6

20/1

NBC

3/8

20/17

17/17

2/1

6/2

15/6

9/8

NCA

4/3

7/7

8/6

N/A

3/3

8/3

10/3

NYG

4/1

7/3

6/3

N/A

3/3

4/2

3/1

Total

35

75

76

23

26

58

55

Revocation by Facility Year to Date
NCA

NBC

NKT

NYG

3

3

2

3

Total

Tower Simulator Usage

Total

NCA

NBC

NKT

NYG

512.0

592.50

338.53

438.57

AT Coach Usage

Total

NCA

NBC

NKT

NYG

29

1117.25

1115.44

NA
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DEC 1st—3rd

ATC TMT/TS (MCAS Cherry Point)

JAN 30th

Marine ATC/Tech of the Year packages due
Air Activity Report due to CNO

FEB 7th—11th

SIPT/OAG San Diego

MAR 30th

MCIEAST ATC Summit, Camp Lejeune

APR 11th—16th VV/VM ATC Leadership Conference

Myrtle Beach
MAY 17th

VV/VM ATC Symposium, SD CA.

MAY—JUL 11

New River NATOPS Evaluation

JUL—SEP 11

Quantico NATOPS Evaluation

"It's a funny thing, but, as years go by, I think you appreciate more and more what a great thing it was to be a United States
Marine... People will tell me what a shame it was I had to go back into the service a second time, but I'm kinda glad I did. Besides, I am a U.S. Marine and I'll be one till I die." Ted Williams
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